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Elinor Ostrom 

C O L L E C T I V E ACTION AND THE EVOLUTION OF SOCIAL NORMS 

. . . unless the number of individuals in a group is quite small, or unless there is coercion 

or some other special device to make individuals act in their common interest, rational, 

self-interested individuals will not act to achieve their common or group interests. 

(Olson, 1965: 2, author's emphasis) 

With the publication of The Logic of Collective Action in 1965, Mancur Olson challenged a cherished 

foundation of modern democratic thought that groups would form and take collective action whenever 

members jointly benefitted. Olson's provocative assertion that no one would contribute to the provision of 

a public good—the zero contribution thesis—was soon derived as the predicted equilibrium of an N-person 

Prisoner's Dilemma (PD) game (Hardin, 1971, 1982). The N-person PD game—and social dilemmas more 

generally—are viewed as the canonical representations for collective-action problems (Lichbach, 1996). 

The zero contribution thesis, however, contradicted observations of everyday life in mature democracies 

that many people voted, did not cheat on their taxes, and contributed effort to voluntary associations. 

Extensive fieldwork has by now established that many individuals in all walks of life and all parts of 

the world voluntarily organize themselves to gain the benefits of trade, to provide mutual protection against 

risk, and to create and enforce rules that protect natural resources.1 Empirical research in natural settings 

thus challenges the validity of the zero contribution thesis. On the other hand, field research confirms that 

the temptation to free ride on the provision of collective benefits is a universal problem. In all recorded, 

long surviving, self-organized resource governance regimes, participants invest resources in monitoring the 

actions of each other so as to reduce the probability of free riding (Ostrom, 1990). 

For all of the work, empirical findings have not yet been integrated into a revised theory of collective 

action. Thirty-five years of extensive empirical research could be summarized with the weak statement that 

"some groups do and some groups do not succeed in overcoming social dilemmas to achieve collective 
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action." A theory for how self-organized groups can survive for long periods of time, if they develop 

governance arrangements consistent with a set of design principles, has been proposed and is supported by 

further empirical research (Ostrom, 1990; Morrow and Hull, 1996; Asquith, 1999; Bardhan, 1999; Lam, 

1998). A theory for how groups overcome the base problems they face has not, however, achieved general 

acceptance. 

An immense number of contextual variables are identified by empirical researchers as conducive or 

detrimental to endogenous collective action. Among those proposed are: the type of production and 

allocation functions; the predictability of resource flows; the relative scarcity of the good; the size of the 

group involved; the heterogeneity of the group; the dependence of the group on the good; common 

understanding of the group; the size of the total collective benefit; the marginal contribution by one person 

to the collective good; the size of the temptation to free ride; the loss to cooperators when others do not 

cooperate; having a choice of playing or not; the presence of leadership; past experience and level of social 

capital; the autonomy to make binding rules; and a wide diversity of rules that are used to change the 

structure of the situation. 

Several scholars have proposed theoretical syntheses of empirical findings regarding the factors 

affecting the likelihood of groups overcoming social dilemmas (Baland and Platteau, 1996; Ostrom, 1992, 

forthcoming; Marwell and Oliver, 1993; de Janvry, McCarthy, and Sadoulet, 1998). Substantial theoretical 

dispute, however, remains over the impact of contextual variables. In particular, the impact of the size of a 

group and internal heterogeneity are frequently considered important contextual variables, but the direction 

of their impact and how they operate is strongly contested (Olson, 1965; Hardin, 1982; Keohane and 

Ostrom, 1995; Agrawal, forthcoming; Molinas, 1998; Leach, Mearns, and Scoones, 1999; Agrawal and 

Gibson, 1999). While these contested variables are repeatedly identified as important in field research, they 

have not systematically been integrated into mainstream theoretical analyses. Size, for example, plays no 
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role in the analysis of a linear public good game. The prediction of zero contribution holds whether there 

are 10, 100, or 1,000 participants. 

Consequently, a substantial hiatus exists between the micro foundations of noncooperative game theory 

and the rich world of empirical research in field settings. Many scholars agree that something is wrong 

with the theoretical foundations, and serious work is underway to provide an alternative micro-theory of 

individual choice that can explain anomalous findings.2 In this article I will discuss the necessity of 

assuming the existence of multiple types of players—rational egoists, as well as players who use social 

norms—in models of nonmarket behavior. I will use an indirect evolutionary approach to explain how 

multiple types of players could survive, and even flourish, in social dilemma situations. The success of 

those who adopt social norms strongly depends on their capacity to identify one another. Thus, contextual 

variables that enhance the knowledge that players have about each other's past behavior are theoretically 

strong candidates to include in future efforts to explain the origin of collective action. 

I will first address the sufficiency of the standard model of rational choice to explain behavior in 

collective-action situations. To do this I will examine how predictions from this theory have repeatedly 

been tested in laboratory experiments. Experimental research is an important tool for examining the micro-

foundations of a theory because one can design experiments to include specific variables while carefully 

controlling for others. Experimental research has now generated a body of facts that cannot be explained 

using the standard theory of rational choice. 

These anomalies can be explained, however, when one assumes the existence of multiple types of 

players, including those who adopt social norms of behavior. In the anonymously competitive environment 

of an open market, rational egoists are the only type of players to survive. Thus, a theory of individual 

choice based entirely on one type of player has been long successful in predicting and explaining behavior 

in competitive markets (Alchian, 1950). In nonmarket settings, when users of social norms can identify one 

another, norm-users can survive and even flourish. Thus, focusing on how contextual variables help those 
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who use social norms identify one another, is the theoretical lense that will eventually facilitate the 

integration of micro-theory and findings from empirical resource about the effect of contextual variables on 

overcoming social dilemmas. 

The Sufficiency of the Standard Model of Rational Choice to Explain 
Behavior in Collective-Action Situations 

The Standard Assumptions of Individual Choice 

Most studies by political economists assume a standard model of rational action—what I will call a 

rational egoist. Using this model to generate predicted outcomes in a linear, public good game, for 

example, the normal assumption is that utility is a linear function of individual earnings: 

where E is an individual endowment of assets, x, is the amount of this endowment contributed to provide the 

good, A is the allocation formula used to distribute the group benefit to individual players, and P is the 

production function. In a linear public good game, A is specified as 1/N and 0 > P > 1 (but both of these 

functions vary in other types of collective action). So long as P < 1, contributing to the collective good is 

never an optimal strategy for a fully self-interested player. 

The optimal outcome for the group of players as a whole is for everyone to contribute all of their 

endowments to provide the public good. The unique equilibrium for a single-shot game, however, is that 

everyone contributes zero since each individual has access to benefits without paying any costs. 

Contributing zero in every round is also the predicted equilibrium for the finitely repeated game. These 

predictions are based on the assumptions that all players are fully rational and interested only in their own 

immediate financial payoff. It is also assumed that (1) all players have complete information and common 

knowledge of the exogenously fixed structure of the game, (2) all players believe that all of the other 

players are fully rational, and (3) no external actor is available to enforce agreements among players. 
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When used to model outcomes of collective-action situations, the standard model of a rational egoist 

generates clear and precise predictions. It is thus possible to design experiments that closely match the 

objective condition of the theoretical models. Experimental economics is based on an assumption that a 

experimenter can induce the preferences of a formal game by paying subjects according to a payoff 

schedule that is common knowledge (unless an experiment is specifically designed to examine the effect of 

private information) (Smith, 1982). Experiments that have used this assumption in testing predictions 

based on the rational egoist model in auctions and competitive market situations have substantiated the 

explanatory power of the theory (see Kagel and Roth, 1995 for a summary). In regard to various types of 

collective-action situations, on the other hand, the results have been entirely different. 

Testing Predictions in Linear Public Good and Common-Pool Resource Experiments 

The first public good experiments were undertaken by Dawes, McTavish, and Shaklee (1977) who 

found that subjects contributed significantly more than zero. These experiments were soon followed by 

those of Marwell and Ames (1979, 1980, 1981) who found that subjects in one-shot experiments 

contributed about one-half of their endowment to the public good and retained the rest for themselves. In 

response to these findings, Isaac, Walker, and Thomas (1984) and Isaac, McCue, and Plott (1985) 

designed the voluntary contribution mechanism, which has become the standard for conducting experiments 

of linear public goods. The extensive number of studies using variations of this design have been 

synthesized in Davis and Holt (1993), Ledyard (1995), and Offerman (1997). Consistently, subjects 

contribute between 40 and 60% of their endowments to the public good in a one-shot game as well as in the 

first round of finitely repeated games. After the first round, contribution levels remain higher than 

predicted but tend to decay downward. While the average contributions never reach zero, a repeated 

finding is that the vast majority (over 70%) of subjects contribute nothing in the announced last round of a 

finitely repeated sequence (Fehr and Schmidt, forthcoming). 
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The decay toward the predicted outcome led to a speculation that this simply reflected initial subject 

confusion and that by the tenth round (which was the last round of the initial experiments), players learn 

the equilibrium (see, for example, Ledyard, 1995). The speculation is not supported by further evidence. 

In experiments where the game is halted after some rounds to change design conditions, contribution levels 

substantially rise (rather than continuing to fall) immediately after the experiment is re-started (Andreoni, 

1988; Croson, 1996; Keser and van Winden, 1996). In a clear test of this speculation, Isaac, Walker, and 

Williams (1994) repeated the same game for 10 rounds, 40 rounds, and 60 rounds with experienced 

subjects who were specifically told the end point of each design. As shown in Figure 1, the rate of decay is 

inversely related to the number of decision rounds. Subjects learn something other than the predicted 

equilibrium strategy. They appear to learn how to cooperate at a moderate level for ever longer periods of 

time! 

[Figure 1 about here] 

While outcomes in an institutionally stark common-pool resource game are more consistent with 

standard theory than outcomes in public good experiments, subjects in both common-pool resource and 

public good games approach optimal outcomes once they are allowed to communicate on a face-to-face 

basis (Ostrom, Walker, and Gardner, 1992). The strong effect of communication is not consistent with 

currently accepted theory. Verbal agreements in these experiments are not enforced. Thus, communication 

is only as "cheap talk" and makes no difference in predicted outcomes in social dilemmas (Farrell, 1987). 

When individuals are allowed to talk, the presumption is that they will use the opportunity to try to 

convince others to contribute but then not contribute at all themselves (Farrell and Rabin, 1996). 

And yet, one of the strongest and most frequently replicated findings is that substantial increases in the 

levels of cooperation happen when individuals are allowed to communicate on a face-to-face basis (see 

Ledyard, 1995). Instead of using this opportunity to fool others into cooperating, subjects use the time to 

discuss the optimal strategy, to extract promises from one another, and to give verbal tongue-lashings when 
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aggregate contributions fall below promised levels. Sally (1995) conducted a meta-analysis of more than 

100 experiments involving over 5,000 subjects and found that opportunities for communication in one-shot 

experiments significantly and dramatically raised cooperation rates. When communication is implemented 

by allowing subjects to signal promises to cooperate through their computer terminals, however, much less 

cooperation occurs than in experiments allowing face-to-face communication (Sell and Wilson, 1991; 

Rocco and Warglien, 1996; Rocco, 1998; Palfrey and Rosenthal, 1988; Roth and Murnighan, 1982). On 

the other hand, allowing subjects to see the person with whom they were playing, as contrasted to a 

completely anonymous situation, reduced the choice of dominant strategies (no contribution) from 64% to 

41% in a four-person, PD game (Bohnet and Frey, 1999). Face-to-face communication was even more 

effective, leading only 4% of the subjects to follow the dominant strategy. 

A rational egoist in a public good game should not in any way be affected by a belief regarding the 

contribution levels of others. The dominant strategy is a zero contribution no matter what others do. An 

oft-replicated finding, however, is that the willingness of subjects to contribute to the provision of a public 

good is strongly correlated with their expectations of the behavior of others (Dawes, McTavish, and 

Shaklee, 1977; Dawes, Orbell, and van de Kragt, 1986; Orbell and Dawes, 1991; Brandts and Schram, 

1995: Croson, 1998). In a provision point experiment, for example, all those who contributed sufficient 

funds to produce the benefit predicted that sufficient funds would be provided by others to make their own 

contribution superfluous (Messick, 1999). It is also the case that when subjects are given an opportunity to 

choose to enter or not enter a dilemma situation, those who intend to contribute are more willing to enter 

these transactions (Orbell and Dawes, 1993). 

Another strong finding is the impact of endogenous sanctioning. Standard theory makes a clear 

prediction related to this second-order social dilemma (Oliver, 1980). No one is predicted to spend 

anything to punish others since the positive impact of such an action is shared equally with others whether 

or not they contribute. In the laboratory, the reverse is true. In both public good (Fehr and Gachter, 1998) 
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and common-pool resource (Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker, 1994) experiments, subjects given an 

opportunity to use costly sanctioning mechanisms exercise this option frequently. The use of sanctions 

increases the level of cooperation. Some subjects even punish low contributors in the announced final 

round of an experiment when punishment could no longer affect future behavior (Fehr and Gachter, 1998). 

In CPR experiments, subjects reacted to endogenous punishment options as a good with a downward-

sloping demand curve. Punishment rates were higher when the cost to the sanctioner was lower or when 

the effectiveness (amount of the fine) was higher (Ostrom, Gardner, and Walker, 1994). 

McCabe, Rassenti, and Smith (1996) show that players are willing to receive a lower payoff in order 

to punish partners who do not reciprocate a signalled intention to arrive at an outcome where benefits are 

shared equally. Yamagishi (1986) found that cooperation levels among Japanese subjects rose significantly 

when subjectscould contribute to a "punishing fund" used to fine individuals who contributed the least. 

Also interesting is the finding that subjects who had the lowest trust scores on a previously administered 

survey gave significantly more to the punishment fund and then were able to achieve the highest level of 

cooperation. By the last round they were contributing 90% of their endowment to the public good (see 

Yamagishi, 1988 for a replication with U.S. subjects). Thus, experiments conducted in the U.S., 

Switzerland, and Japan show that individuals are willing to contribute to a second-order public good, that 

endogenous sanctioning systems make a difference in the first-order public good, and that those who are 

initially the least trusting are more willing to contribute to sanctioning systems and respond more to a 

change in the structure of the game. 

Testing Predictions of the Standard Model of the Individual 

In addition to experimental research that has examined the level of cooperation achieved in collective-

action settings, research on ultimatum, dictator, and trust games directly examines whether most 

individuals behave as the standard model of a rational egoist predicts. In an ultimatum experiment, 

subjects are assigned two roles: Proposer and Responder. The subjects are told that a sum of money will 
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be divided between them if they both agree to this distribution. The Proposer is instructed to make an offer 

of how to divide this sum. The Responder can then accept or reject the offer. If the offer is rejected, neither 

player receives any money. Two predictions are derived from the standard noncooperative analysis of this 

game. The Proposer should offer the Responder as small a unit as is feasible (thus, retaining most of the 

funds). The Responder should accept any amount above zero. 

Neither prediction finds empirical support in repeated experiments conducted in Germany, Indonesia, 

Israel, Japan, Slovenia, Slovakia, and the United States (Camerer and Thaler, 1995). While modest 

differences do occur in the average sum offered or rejected in different cultures (Girth, Schmittberger, and 

Schwarze, 1982; Roth et al., 1991; but see Okada and Riedl, 1999), the overwhelming finding is that 

Proposers tend to offer around half of the sum and Responders tend to reject low but positive offers. In a 

meta-analysis of ten experiments involving 875 Proposers, Fehr and Schmidt (forthcoming) report that over 

70% of the Proposers make offers between 40 and 50% of the allocated sum. Increasing the amount of 

money involved does not produce the predicted behavior, but the proportion of "fair" splits is modestly 

reduced. Hoffman, McCabe, and Smith (1996), for example, found that 83% of the Proposers splitting ten 

dollars offered between four and five dollars, while 74% given the opportunity to split $100 offered 

between $40.00 and $50.00. When a sample of Indonesian subjects were assigned a provisional sum of 

three months wages (200,000 Rp), 56% of the Proposers allocated between 40 and 50% of this very 

substantial sum to the Responder (Cameron, 1995). 

The structure of a dictator experiment is similar, but the Responder can no longer reject an offer. The 

prediction of standard theory is precise: Proposers should keep all of the money for themselves. And, 

again, behavior is not consistent with the prediction. The proportion of the sum that is shared in dictator 

experiments tends to be less than in ultimatum experiments, but most Proposers give away a substantial 

portion of the funds they are allocated (Davis and Holt, 1993: 263-69). Forsythe, Horowitz, and Savin 

(1994), for example, found that only 20% of Proposers assigned zero to the Responders, while 80% gave 
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between 10 and 50% of the funds they were assigned to the Responder, Even in experiments where 

extreme care is taken to ensure anonymity, as well as to reduce doubts that subjects may have about the 

veracity of the experimental set up itself, only 40% of the Responders took all of the funds. About one-

third of the Proposers allocated between 40 and 60% to the Responders (Frohlich, Oppenheimer, and 

Moore, 1998). 

In a trust or gift-exchange game, the trustor can voluntarily give resources, which increase by some 

multiple, to a trustee. After knowing whether the trustor has extended trust or not, the trustee can keep the 

funds or transfer funds, which again increase by some multiple, back to the trustor. These games resemble 

a sequential PD game where each player has more than two actions. The prediction for such a game is that 

both players will give the other zero. The vast majority of trustors, however, do transfer some funds and 

many of the trustees reward them by returning funds to them (Fehr, Kirchsteiger, and Riedl, 1993; Berg, 

Dickhaut, and McCabe, 1995). In a sequential PD game, Watabe et al. (1996), Smith (1997), and Hayashi 

et al. (1999) all found that a substantial proportion of first movers (around one-half) trusted the second 

mover enough to take a cooperative first move and that the trust was most frequently repaid by the 

selection of a cooperative move by the second player (around three-quarters reciprocating). None of these 

findings can explained by the standard model. 

The Facts to be Explained 

These strong results have been replicated so frequently under controlled circumstances that further 

theoretical analyses need to explain how the following could occur. 

• About half of the subjects cooperate in one-shot, or the first round of public good games. 

• Subjects keep cooperation levels relatively high for long sequences of finitely repeated public good 

games even though over 70% of them contribute zero in the last period whenever it is scheduled. 

• Face-to-face communication in all types of social dilemmas produces substantial increases in 

cooperation that are sustained across all periods including the last period. 
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• Those who believe others will cooperate in social dilemmas are more likely to cooperate 

themselves. 

• Subjects expend personal resources in order to punish those who make below-average 

contributions to a collective benefit, including the last period of a finitely repeated game. 

• Proposers tend to offer Responders about half of the funds in ultimatum games and are frequently 

turned down if they offer below one-fourth. 

• Proposers in dictator games give away substantial amounts even under double-blind conditions. 

• Subjects in games of trust allocate substantially more to others than predicted. 

• All of these rates are affected by various ways of framing the situation and rules used for assigning 

participants, increasing competition among them, allowing communication or sanctions, or 

allocating benefits. 

These facts are hard to explain using the standard theory that all individuals who face the same monetary 

payoffs evaluate decisions the same way based entirely on expected consequences for their own, immediate, 

material welfare. On the other hand, these facts do not rule out the likelihood that many individuals behave 

in a manner consistent with the standard theory. Thus, one is forced by well-substantiated facts to adopt a 

more eclectic (and classical) view of human behavior as involving the possibility of multiple types of 

players, some of whom derive some utility from intrinsic payoffs. 

Adding Multiple Types of Players 

Assuming that all individuals follow the advice of the standard theory is no longer tenable given the 

massive, inconsistent evidence. Assuming the existence of "norm-using" players, in addition to rational 

egoists, enables one to start making more coherent sense out of the findings. Two norm-using players 

—"conditional cooperators" and "willing punishers"—appear to have participated in the experiments 

discussed above along with rational egoists. Conditional cooperators are individuals who use a norm of 

reciprocity and are willing to initiate cooperative action when they estimate others will reciprocate and to 
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repeat these actions as long as a sufficient proportion of the others involved reciprocate. Tit-for-tat is an 

example of this type of strategy in a two-person social dilemma (Axelrod, 1984, 1986). Willing punishers 

are conditional cooperators who are willing, if given an opportunity, to punish others through verbal 

rebukes or to use costly material payoffs when available. Willing punishers may become willing rewarders 

if the circle of relationships allows them to reward those who have contributed more than the minimal level. 

Conditional cooperators are the source of the relatively high levels of contributions in one-shot, and the 

initial rounds of PD and public good games. Their initial contributions may encourage some rational 

egoists to contribute in order to obtain higher returns in the early rounds of the game (Kreps et al., 1982). 

Conditional cooperators are more likely to cooperate depending on their belief about the behavior of others, 

but their tolerance for free riding varies. Those who are the most sensitive to free riding reduce 

contributions first. Their reduction leads others to curb their contributions. By the last round of a stark 

public good experiment, all of the rational egoists have stopped contributing and only a few of the most 

determined conditional cooperators make positive contributions. 

In a recent study, Fischbacher, Gachter, and Fehr (1999) motivated subjects in a one-shot linear public 

good game to complete a contribution schedule as well as making a contribution decision. On the schedule, 

each subject specified the number of tokens they would give depending on how many tokens everyone else 

gave. Three types of players were evident in their data. About half of the players were conditional 

cooperators whose own proposed contributions monotonically increased with the average contributed by 

others. About one-third were rational egoists who planned to contribute zero tokens no matter what others 

did. A small set of players proposed to increase their contributions until the average contributions of others 

was around 10 tokens (out of 20). They then proposed to decrease their contributions steadily as the 

average contributions of others was posited to increase from 11 to 20. One might interpret this third set as 

rational egoists encouraging others to cooperate at low levels of contributions and free riding if 

contributions were relatively high. The conditional cooperators in the Fischbacher, Gachter, and Fehr 
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study tend to have a "self-serving bias." Except for the very lowest levels, they tend to contribute slightly 

below the average of other's contributions. In a simulation based on these contribution schedules, 

Fischbacher, Gachter, and Fehr show that strategies of self-serving, conditional cooperators cannot be 

stable in a repeated situation without communication or sanctioning options. At any expected level of 

others' contributions, such players will contribute less than the average—thus, drawing down the average. 

Simulated outcomes based on the contribution schedules obtained in this study replicate the shape of the 

decay functions shown in Figure 1 very closely. 

When participants can communicate on a face-to-face basis, conditional cooperators make judgments 

about the reliability of others, try to extract promises of coordinated cooperation from everyone as well as 

threaten to stop their own cooperation unless others reciprocate. Frank, Gilovich, and Regan (1993) found 

that allowing subjects to have a face-to-face discussion enabled them to predict who would play 

cooperatively at a rate significantly better than chance. Kikuchi, Watanabe, and Yamagishi (1996) found 

that those who were rated as having a high degree of trust were able to predict others' behavior more 

accurately than those with low levels of trust. If some conditional cooperators are also willing punishers, 

communication provides an opportunity for verbal sanctions and other overt signs of disapproval. Thus, 

the finding that face-to-face communication is more efficacious than computerized signaling is probably 

due to the richer language structure available and the added intrinsic costs involved in hearing the 

intonation and seeing the body language of those who are genuinely angry at free riders. If provided an 

opportunity to use material resources to punish (or reward) free-riding (or extra effort), willing punishers 

(or rewarders) will expend extra resources to reinforce the higher outcomes that full cooperation can 

generate for all and perhaps to teach others that reciprocity is a better overall strategy. 

In ultimatum games, Proposers who are conditional cooperators will split the sum in an equitable 

fashion. All types of players would accept an offer that is close to an equal split. Proposers, who are 

rational egoists, do not know whether they face another rational egoist who would accept any positive sum, 
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or a conditional cooperator who will reject a low split. Past experience with conditional cooperators would 

lead a rational egoist to fear a rejection if the offer is too low, and thus to make an offer closer to a fair split 

to ensure that the proposal is not rejected. Behavior in games of trust can be similarly explained. The most 

challenging fact to be explained is the large sums assigned by Proposers in dictator games. One can only 

assume that some conditional cooperators view all life as a repeated game and are willing to allocate a 

substantial portion of the sum to the helpless Responder, in the sense that they themselves have been and 

are likely to be the recipient of some future act of kindness. 

Evolution. Culture, Learning, and Social Norms 

Assuming the presence of norm-using players in addition to rational egoists is a substantial step 

forward in being able to explain the empirical findings in the field and in the lab. But how are we to 

account for the presence of multiple types of players? Recent developments in evolutionary 

theory—including the study of cultural evolution—begin to provide a useful set of answers (Alexander, 

1987; Hirshleifer, 1977; Boyd and Richerson, 1985, 1988; Trivers, 1971; Barkow, Cosmides, and Tooby, 

1992). Human evolution occurred mostly during the long Pleistocene era that lasted for about 3 million 

years to about 10,000 years before modern times. This was an era when humans roamed the earth in small 

bands of hunter-gatherers who were dependant on each other for mutual protection, sharing of food, and 

providing for the young. Survival was dependent not only on aggressively seeking individual returns but 

also on solving many day-to-day collective-action problems. Whether these groups were structured in 

stronger dominance hierarchies or by looser social exchange networks, learning the social norms of a 

particular group and how to recognize who was using deceit and who was a trustworthy reciprocator was 

an essential skill. Those of our ancestors who solved these problems most effectively would have had a 

selective advantage over those who did not. 

Evolutionary psychologists who study the cognitive structure of the human brain conclude that humans 

do not develop general analytical skills that are then applied to a variety of specific problems. Humans are 
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not terribly skilled at general logical problem solving (as any scholar who has taught probability theory to 

undergraduates can attest). Rather, the human brain appears to have evolved a domain-specific, human-

reasoning architecture (Clark and Karmiloff-Smith, 1991). For example, humans use a different approach 

to reasoning about deontic relationships—what is forbidden, obligated, or permitted—as contrasted to 

reasoning about what is true and false. When reasoning about deontic relationships, humans tend to check 

for violations—or cheaters (Manktelow and Over, 1991). When reasoning about whether empirical 

relationships are true, they tend to use a confirmation strategy (Oaksford and Chater, 1994). This deontic 

effect in human reasoning has been repeatedly detected and in children as young as three years old, and is 

not associated with overall intelligence or educational level of the subject (Cummins, 1996; Harris and 

Nunez, 1996). 

The human being appears to have an inherited propensity to learn social norms similar to our inherited 

propensity to learn grammatical rules (Pinker, 1994). Social norms are shared understandings about 

actions that are obligatory, permitted, or forbidden (Crawford and Ostrom, 1995; Cummins, 1996). Which 

norms are learned, however, varies from one culture to another, across families, and with exposure to 

diverse social norms expressed within various types of situations. Someone who has played competitive 

team sports or served in the military is likely to have learned about actions that others expect of them and 

that a failure to use the norm brings internally and externally triggered intrinsic costs. The anguish that an 

individual suffers from failing to use a social norm, such as telling the truth or keeping a promise, is 

referred to as guilt, if entirely self-inflicted, or as shame, when the knowledge of the failure is known by 

others (Posner and Rasmusen, forthcoming). 

Recent developments in evolutionary theory and supporting empirical research provide strong support 

for the assumption that modern humans have inherited a propensity to learn social norms. A strict 

evolutionary approach, however, is difficult to apply when trying to understand how individuals with a 

propensity to learn social norms, interact, adapt, and learn within shorter time frames. An evolutionary 
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game-theoretical model of a collective-action situation would, for example, treat all individuals as having 

inherited a particular type of strategy and unable to change their own strategy. Over time, those carrying 

the more successful strategies for that environment would reproduce at a higher rate than those who were 

less successful. After many iterations the more successful strategies would come to prominence in the 

population. These models provide substantial insight into the initial mix of strategies that enable some 

strategies to come to dominance and when a single strategy is likely to survive versus multiple strategies 

(see, for example, Nowak and Sigmund, 1998; Sethi and Somanathan, 1996; Epstein, 1998; Epstein and 

Axtell, 1996). Strategies consistent with reciprocity are repeatedly part of an evolutionary stable solution 

in many social dilemma games. Strict evolutionary models, however, focus as much on the results of past 

interactions as strict rational choice models focus on expected results offuture interactions. In ongoing 

collective-action settings, however, most individuals learn from the past as well as plan for the future. 

An Indirect Evolutionary Approach 

Recent work on an indirect evolutionary approach to the study of human behavior offers a rigorous 

theoretical approach for understanding how preferences—including those associated with social 

norms—evolve or adapt (Girth and Yaari, 1992; Giith, 1995). In an indirect evolutionary model, players 

receive objective payoffs, but make decisions based on the transformation of these material rewards into 

intrinsic preferences. Those who value reciprocity, fairness, and/or trust add a subjective change parameter 

to actions (of themselves or others) that are consistent or not consistent with their norms. 

Social dilemmas associated with games of trust (sequential PD games) are particularly useful games 

for discussing the indirect evolutionary approach given recent empirical studies. In a 2-person game of 

trust, Player 1 must decide whether to trust Player 2 to perform an act that will return Player 2 a lower 

pecuniary payoff than not performing the act. The starred payoffs in Figure 2 (based on Giith and Kliemt, 

1998) represent standardized pecuniary outcomes of this game. Player 2 can either trust, T, or not trust, 

NT, Player 2. If Player 1 does not trust Player 2, both receive a material reward of s* which is less than 
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r*. If Player 1 trusts Player 2, then Player 2 can perform the trusted act, P, in which case they both receive 

r*. Player 2, however, faces the temptation not to perform, NP, and to receive the higher material reward 

of 1 while Player 1 receives only zero. Most contractual relationships have this basic structure. Contracts 

may relate to strictly private goods, involve the provision of a public good, or concern the maintenance of 

common-pool resources. 

[Figure 2 about here] 

For a rational egoist playing this game, material outcomes are linearly related to utility. Dropping the 

stars in Figure 2 will capture a rational egoist's preferences. For rational egoists, the equilibrium strategy 

is for Player 1 to choose NT because Player 1 can predict that Player 2 will choose NP. Thus, both players 

end up with s* in objective terms when they could have realized r*> s*. To represent the utility function 

of individuals who have adopted a social norm, such as to reciprocate trust with trustworthiness, it is 

necessary to transform the material payoffs to reflect the internal benefits and costs of taking actions 

consistent or inconsistent with the norm. The intrinsic payoff represented by the change parameter may be 

positive (a reward for a good deed) or negative (a punishment for breaking a social norm) and be triggered 

by external monitoring (shame or glory) or strictly imposed by the individual on themselves (guilt or pride) 

(Crawford and Ostrom, 1995). The size of the intrinsic payoff may be larger than, equal to, or less than 

the material payoff. Thus, simply assuming that humans adopt social norms does not eliminate the 

problem of collective action. 

In Figure 3, which represents the trust game with payoffs in utility space, a change parameter, m, has 

been added to the material payoffs obtained through nonperformance to reflect intrinsic payoffs felt when 

breaching a trust. The parameter, m, can now be used to represent a trustworthy, m-type, for whom m + 1 

< r (m < r-1 < 0) and a rational egoist type, m for whom m + 1 > r (m > r-1). For the trustworthy 

type, the choice of P is rational, while the choice of NP is rational for the rational egoist. The value of m 
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can vary substantially from one person to another, but all m-types will fall somewhere within the two 

inequalities leading to the two types of players. 

[Figure 3 about here] 

While the value of m affects the choice that an individual makes, it does not affect the objective payoff 

obtained after a move is made. Thus, social norms may lead individuals to behave differently in the same 

objective situation depending on how strongly they value conformance with (or deviance from) a norm. By 

their behavior and resulting interaction, however, different types of players are more or less likely to gain 

higher objective returns. In an evolutionary process, one can posit a game where nature chooses which of 

the two m-types will hold the position of Player 1 or Player 2. If this game is one of complete information 

so that Player 1 knows the type of Player 2, then all Player 1 's (no matter which type they are) will play AT 

when faced with a rational egoist and T when facing a trustworthy type. With complete information 

regarding types, trustworthy types will receive more opportunities to perform and receive r, while rational 

egoists will consistently receive a lower payoff. 

In an evolutionary process, only the trustworthy type would survive in a complete information setting 

(Guth and Kliemt, 1998: 386). Viewed as a cultural evolutionary process, new entrants to the population 

would be more likely to adopt the preference ordering of those who obtained the higher material payoffs in 

the immediate past (Boyd and Richerson, 1985). Viewed as a learning process, those who were less 

successful would tend to learn the values of those who had achieved higher material rewards (Borgers and 

Sarin, 1997).3 Where a player's type is common knowledge, rational egoists would not survive, but full 

and accurate information about all player's types is a very strong assumption. 

On the other hand, in a large population without any signals about player type, preferences will evolve 

to be a linear transformation of material payoffs.4 If only information about the proportion, q, of a 

population that are trustworthy is known, and no information is known about the type of a specific player, 

then Guth and Kliemt (1998) show that first players will trust Player 2's so long as qr> s. In such a 
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setting the share of the population held by the trustworthy types is bound to decline. On the other hand, if 

there is a noisy signal (Frank, 1987) about a player's type that is at least more accurate than random, the 

trustworthy type will survive as a substantial proportion of the population. Noisy signals may result from 

seeing one another, face-to-face communication, and various mechanisms that humans have designed to 

monitor each other's behavior. 

Guttman (1999) has applied the indirect evolutionary approach to a finitely repeated PD game in which 

players can decide to stay with the same partner with whom they are randomly matched or exit after a 

transaction and be matched with a new partner. He finds that under these conditions, and even starting 

with a small proportion of contingent cooperators, rational egoists are encouraged to reciprocate during 

most of their transactions, but to defect in the last period. Thus, the important result of Kreps et al. (1982), 

that cooperation can be an equilibrium in a finitely repeated PD game, has now been embedded in an 

endogenous process whereby contingent cooperators survive in a competitive, evolutionary environment 

and their presence induces rational egoists to mimic their behavior (and gain a reputation for reciprocity) 

until the last period of the game. 

Evidence Consistent with Indirect Evolutionary Processes 

An indirect evolutionary approach explains how a mixture of norm-users and rational egoists would 

emerge in settings where standard rational-choice theory predicts the presence of rational egoists alone. 

The evidence cited earlier is consistent with this explanation and is in large part the stimulus for the 

development of the indirect evolutionary approach. Recent studies provide evidence that supports this 

theory. 

One prediction derived from the theory is that some actors in a game with the structure of a PD game 

would prefer to obtain the outcome achieved when both cooperate (C,C) over the outcome achieved when 

the actor defects and a partner cooperates (D,C), even though the latter provides higher financial rewards. 

Further, the proportion of individuals ranking (C,C) above (D,C) should change with the immediate 
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experiences of the subjects. This prediction has empirical support. In a ranking that occurred after 

subjects made their own decision in a one-shot, sequential, double-blind, PD experiment, but before they 

knew their partner's decision, 40% of a pool of 136 subjects ranked (C,C) higher than (D,C), and 27% 

were indifferent between these outcomes (Ahn, Ostrom, and Walker, 1998). Thus, two-thirds of this pool 

of respondents appear to have a change parameter in their preference function leading them to rank (C,C) 

higher than (or equal to) a larger financial reward. A group of 181 undergraduates completed a similar 

questionnaire on the first day of classes at Indiana University in January of 1999. In this nondecision 

setting, 27% ranked the outcome (C,C) over (D,C) and 25% were indifferent. Thus, over half reflected the 

presence of a change parameter when presented with a hypothetical payoff matrix. A third ranking was 

obtained after 72 subjects had played 12 rounds of a finitely repeated PD game where partners were 

randomly matched each round and rates of cooperation were low. After experiencing multiple instances 

where partners defected, only 19% of the respondents ranked (C,C) above (D,C) while 17% were 

indifferent (Ahn et al., 1999). 

If actors use norms of reciprocity, framing dilemma games in a manner that stresses reciprocity and 

providing nonfinancial encouragement of cooperative behavior should generate more cooperation. In a 

series of three-person, depletable common-pool resource dilemmas, Martichuski and Bell (1991) framed 

one design with the following advice. "Here is a way to make a lot of points: When you make your 

choices, make them exactly the way that you would want other people to make their choices." In one 

design condition, players who withdrew a sustainable number of points from the pool were sent a written 

message that everyone saw on their screen of "Good choice, Player X" where X was the subject's first 

name. In a punishment design, the feedback of "Bad Choice, Player X" was directed to those who 

withdrew an excessive number of points. These feedback messages are an external, nonmaterial payoff 

that also alerted all participants as to the level of withdrawals made by each player. This simple framing 

and nonfinancial rewards and punishments led participants to gain significantly more points and to keep the 
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pool active longer than the same design without the framing and written messages. Subjects responding to 

these intrinsic rewards were thus actually able to gain higher objective payoffs than those not reacting to 

these rewards. 

Players should use any information given to them about prior strategies adopted by others when 

making choices in dilemma situations. Further, those who have used strategies consistent with being a 

conditional cooperator should be more optimistic about other's behavior than rational egoists. Cain (1998) 

provided information about a player's choice in a dictator game to players subsequently engaged in a PD 

game. Stingy players—those who retained at least 70% of their endowment in the earlier dictator 

game—tended to predict that all players would defect. Nice players—those that gave away at least 30% of 

their endowment—tended to predict that the nice players would cooperate and stingy players would defect 

(Cain, 1998: 151). This information also affected the behavior of players—particularly those who were 

"nice" in the dictator game. Nice players chose cooperation 69% of the time when they were paired with 

other nice players and 39% of the time when they were paired with stingy players. 

Bohnet, Frey, and Huck (1999) directly test an indirect evolution model when they examine whether 

levels of third-party enforcement "crowd out" or "crowd in" the norm of being trustworthy (see Frey, 1994, 

1997; Frey and Oberholzer-Gee, 1997). They embed a basic game of trust in a regulatory regime where a 

litigation process is initiated if there is a breach of performance. As shown in Figure 4, Player 2 is held 

liable (L) or not liable (NL) with probability z. If held liable, both players split the pecuniary surplus as if 

Player 2 had performed but Player 2 has to pay for the cost of a trial c* > 0. (This division is similar to the 

rules used in English, most European, and some U.S. courts for breach of contract settlements.) If not held 

liable, Player 2 profits from the breach and pays none of the litigation costs, while Player 1 receives no 

pecuniary payoffs from the contract and suffers a financial loss of -a* (a equal or greater than c*) because 

of the need to pay for the litigation. 

[Figure 4 about here] 
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Two types of players are posited: a trustworthy m-type for whom m + 1 < r and an untrustworthy m -

type for whom m + 1 > r (these subjective payoffs are not shown in Figure 4). Drawing on a stochastic 

model of individual preference adaptation, Bonnet, Frey, and Huck (1999) predict that norm-using behavior 

will be crowded out when m -types earn more than m-types. They design an experiment with three 

enforcement regimes. In the high-enforcement regime, litigation is successful in punishing those players 

who breach contracts—a high z case where z > 1/(1 + c). In the high-enforcement case, both types of 

players choose T when in the position of Player 1 and P when in the position of Player 2. Regardless of the 

distribution of types of players, effective external enforcement guarantees high performance. The high-

enforcement regime is similar to a perfectly working third-party enforcement regime. In the medium-

enforcement regime, where a/(r + a) < z < 1/(1 + c), m -types will, on average, earn more monetary 

payoffs than m-types. Over time, norm-users are crowded out. 

In a full information, low-enforcement regime where z < al(r + a), the equilibrium strategies will be 

(NT, NP) when Player 2 is trustworthy and (T, P) if Player 2 is not trustworthy. In this case, norm-using 

types in the role of Player 2 always earn r and those who do not use the norm always earn s when in the 

position of Player 2. Returns to those in the role of Player 1 do not differ among types. Since r > s, norm-

using behavior is more successful in a full-information, low-enforcement regime. Over time, trustworthy 

players would be the only kind to remain in the game. With partial information, players would discriminate 

between those expected to be trustworthy and those who expected not to be trustworthy. 

Subjects played 9 rounds of a repeated trust game with monetary payoffs fitting the game structure of 

Figure 4. During the first 3 rounds, the publicly announced enforcement regime was either high, z = .9; 

medium, z = .5; or low, z = . 1. After round 3, players in the medium and high z regimes were told that the 

regime would shift to a low z. Bohnet, Frey, and Huck predicted that the longer subjects played in a low-z 

regime, the more norm-using preferences (and resulting behavior) should be "crowded" in. Besides 

expecting a higher performance rate in the low-enforcement regime, they predicted that there would be no 
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end-game reduction in cooperation in this regime. In the experiments where subjects were randomly 

matched with one another and received information about the aggregate number of moves made by Player 

1 's and Player 2's for past rounds, cooperation rates rose steadily in the last six rounds. Performance rates 

reached their maximum in the last round!5 Further, the longer that subjects had been in a low-enforcement 

regime, the higher the likelihood that they chose P when in the position of Player 2. 

Bohnet, Frey, and Huck draw two main implications from their theory of general relevance to the 

theory of collective action. The first is that "it is impossible to predict behavior in a group of agents 

playing the contract game without knowing their history" (1999: 9). Since preferences change in light of 

experience, the behavior of individuals changes over time. "The longer a group of agents has played in a 

low-probability environment, the more individuals with a preference for honesty are present and the less 

breach is observed" (Ibid.). The second major implication is that rule enforcement does not exert a 

monotonic impact on behavior. In their model, the "worst regime is not one where contracts cannot be 

enforced but one with an intermediate level of contract enforceability" (Ibid.). This is true because with a 

low z, Player 1 's are highly motivated to find out the tmstworthiness of Player 2's before engaging in an 

interaction, while in medium and high regimes they pay little or no attention to Player 2's type. While in a 

high effective enforcement regime, all players are forced to perform on their contracts, in a medium-

enforcement regime, it is attractive for an m -type to breach contracts and risk being caught and their 

better economic performance over time crowds out norm-using types of players. 

Cardenas, Stranlund, and Willis (1999) have also found that external monitoring and sanctioning 

imposed on an 8-person CPR dilemma "crowded out" more cooperative behavior. They conducted a series 

of 15 experiments in three rural villages of Colombia where local villagers daily confront CPR problems 

similar to those posed by the experiment. They imposed a regime that specified the number of endowed 

units each player should allocate to the CPR—equal to the optimal level of units per subject. Each subject 

was monitored each round with a probability of .06 and a small fine imposed if their action exceeded the 
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imposed quota. Under this exogenous enforcement regime, individual behavior rapidly evolved toward the 

Nash best response, while in an alternative design where subjects could talk with one another each round, 

individual behavior slowly evolved away from the Nash best response. At the end of the experiment, 

subjects in the cheap talk condition overharvested at a lower rate and earned higher returns than those in the 

weakly enforced, external regulation regime. As the authors noted: 

The difference between the effects of communication and regulation on the balance between self and 

other-regarding behavior could not be more stark. While external regulation quickly crowded out 

group-oriented behavior in favor of greater self interest, the simple ability to communicate induced a 

shift from choices that were relatively group-oriented in the absence of communication to an even 

stronger group-orientation with communication. (Cardenas, Stranlund, and Willis, 1999: 19) 

These findings are consistent with the earlier paradoxical findings of Frohlich and Oppenheimer (1996) 

from a 5-person PD game. One set of groups played a regular PD game (some with communication and 

some without). A second set of groups used an externally imposed, incentive-compatible mechanism 

designed to enhance efficiency. In the first phase of the experiment, the second set of groups gained higher 

monetary returns than the control groups as expected. In the second phase of the experiment, both groups 

played a regular PD game. To the surprise of the experimenters, a higher level of cooperation occurred in 

the control groups that played the regular 5-person PD in both phases (especially for those who 

communicated on a face-to-face basis). The greater cooperation that had occurred due to the incentive 

compatible mechanism appeared to be transient and disappeared after Phase 1. Further, the incentive 

compatible mechanism: 

seemed to undermine subsequent cooperation and leave the group worse off than those in the control 

group who had played a regular 5-PD. . . . By removing the opportunity to wrestle with the dilemma, 

the device may be cueing individuals simply to follow their individual interests, and may cause self-
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interested behavior to be reinforced and carried over into subsequent decisions. (Frohlich and 

Oppenheimer, 1999: 180) 

The Future of the Theory of Collective Action 

The years since the publication of The Theory of Collective Action have seen extensive empirical 

research that challenges the strong version of the theory—the zero contribution thesis. Empirical research 

also demonstrates that free riding is a strong temptation that can lead to a failure to achieve collective 

action or a breakdown of existing efforts. Assuming that all individuals are rational egoists does not 

explain the level of cooperation achieved or how contextual variables affect patterns of cooperation or its 

failure. In addition to those individuals whose behavior is well captured by the standard theory of rational 

choice, it is necessary to assume that individuals who try to use social norms, such as reciprocity, trust, and 

fairness, are initially present in most situations. In competitive market situations, rational egoists are the 

major survivors over time. In nonmarket settings, it is possible for multiple types of players to survive. 

Using an indirect evolutionary theory, it is possible to show that individuals who adopt social norms 

consistent with conditional cooperation are able to survive, and even flourish, in repeated dilemma 

situations so long as at least a small proportion of the other players start off as norm-using types and some 

information about individual player types is generally known. Second, the long-term growth of norm-using 

types in a population is more dependent on the development of mechanisms for revealing players' types 

than on the initial distribution of types in the beginning of a process. Developing low-cost methods to 

reveal the reliability of participants is thus a crucial step in enabling trustworthy participants to perform 

and return a higher outcome to themselves and the discriminating trustors. This is consistent with the 

historical findings related to trade (for example, see Milgrom, North, and Weingast, 1990) and to long-

enduring governance of common-pool resources (Ostrom, 1990). Norm-using types will be crowded out in 

those settings where interacting with others does not produce higher payoffs in the long run. When this 
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happens, only rational egoists survive. Rational egoists cannot by themselves overcome the temptation to 

free ride and thus collective action fails when social norms are crowded out. 

Further theoretical work needs to ask how the large array of contextual variables identified in field 

research may affect the processes of teaching and evoking social norms, of informing participants of the 

behavior of others and their adherence to social norms, and of rewarding those who use social norms, such 

as reciprocity, trust, and fairness. We need to understand how institutional, cultural, and biophysical 

contexts affect the types of individuals who are recruited into and leave particular types of collective-action 

situations, the kind of information that is made available about past actions, and how individuals can 

themselves change structural variables so as to enhance the probabilities of norm-using types being 

involved and growing in strength over time. Further theoretical developments along these lines are essential 

for the development of public policies that enhance socially beneficial, cooperative behavior based in part 

on social norms rather than crowding them out. Past policy initiatives based primarily on changing payoff 

structures for rational egoists may have been misdirected and crowded out intrinsic preferences with 

counterintentional consequences. Increasing the capabilities of individuals to devise their own rules may 

well result in processes that allow social norms to evolve and thereby increase the probability of individuals 

solving problems of collective action. 
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Notes 

1. See McCay and Acheson, 1987; Berkes et al., 1989; Bromley et al., 1992; Blomquist, 1992; Pinkerton, 

1989; Feeny et al., 1990; Tang, 1992; Wade, 1994; Lichbach, 1996; and Lam, 1998 for a small sample of 

the vast corpus of research on self-organized resource regimes. An extensive bibliography on diverse 

institutions for dealing with common-pool resources is organized by Charlotte Hess and can be searched on 

the Web at: <http://www.indiana.edu/~workshop/wsl/wsl.htrnl> or obtained on a CD-ROM disk (Hess, 

1999). 

2. McCabe, Rassenti, and Smith, 1996; Elster, 1989; Frank, 1987; Frey, 1994, 1997; Rabin, 1993; Fehr 

and Schmidt, forthcoming; Selten, 1991; Sethi and Somanathan, 1996; Bowles, 1998; Ostrom, 1998. 

3. Eshel, Samuelson, and Shaked (1998) develop a learning model where a population of Altruists who 

adopt a strategy of providing a local public good interact in a local neighborhood with a population of 

Egoists who free ride. In this local interaction setting, Altruist's strategies are imitated sufficiently often in 

a Markovian learning process to become one of the absorbing states. Altruists interacting with Egoists 

outside a circular local neighborhood are not so likely to survive. 

4. This implies that in a game where players know only their own payoffs and not the payoffs of others, 

that they are more likely to behave like rational egoists. McCabe and Smith (1999) show that players tend 

to evolve toward the predicted, sub-game perfect outcomes in experiments where they have only private 

information of their own payoffs and to cooperative outcomes when they have information about payoffs 

and the moves made by other players (see also McCabe, Rassenti, and Smith, 1996). 

5. In a control experiment, where subjects were permanently matched, and reputation effects such as 

modeled by Kreps et al. (1982) would dominate, cooperation levels were quite high over the course of the 

nine repetitions. As expected, however, they dropped from 100% to zero in the last round. 
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Figure 1. Contributions to Public Goods: 10, 40, and 60 Round Horizons 
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Figure 2. The Trust Game: Material Outcomes 



Figure 3. The Trust Game: Utilities 



Figure 4. The Trust Game with Enforcement 


